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China
These Hong Kong growth numbers should be the best
we’ll get this year
Hong Kong GDP is still falling. However, although the Hong Kong
economy was still in contraction year-on-year, that contraction
slowed in the third…
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Opinion | 1 November 2020 Australia | China

Asia watches US nervously
Who voters in the US choose to support this week will have
considerable repercussions for Asian economics and markets -
contrary to what many argue

Perceived wisdom - often wrong
With voters in the US going to the polls this week, or more accurately, not going to the polls, having
already cast their postal votes in huge numbers, Asia will be looking nervously westwards this
week, wondering what the outcome will be, and that it will mean for them.

For an excellent summary from a US perspective, see this latest piece by James Knightley. 

As far as Asia is concerned, the perceived wisdom is that in terms of US-China relations, there will
be no real change. President Trump has been aggressive with China, but, opponents argue, he has
also fractured coalitions weakening the US hand. Biden is expected to be more internationalist, to
be less free to slap on tariffs and to show more consistency. 

But many assert that Biden will not ease off on China on issues such as human rights, and there is
a relatively small gap between "Buy in America" and "Make America Great Again", so don't expect
Asian exports to start surging if Biden wins. 

However, I think the perceived wisdom of "no material change" is too glib. It's very easy to shrug
off the differences between the two candidates before we have seen the reality. Having lived,
breathed, and written about US-Asian relations on trade and technology for the last 4 years, I can

https://think.ing.com/articles/us-regime-change/
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tell you that just moving to a more consistent approach would be a massive change. Waking up to
radically new policy changes that affect your region announced overnight on Twitter is not
conducive to a low-stress and productive work life for an Asia economist. If that alone changes, it is
a big step. More transparency, less fear. These are all conducive to greater investment, and more
consumer spending, both of which are needed in huge amounts following the pandemic.

But admittedly, I don't expect much change in terms of issues such as Chinese access to advanced
US semiconductor technology if we get a change in President. So on this point, the announcement
in China's recent plenum that it would seek to push ahead with self-sufficiency in these areas is
also unlikely to change. Whilst this is ongoing, the software developers in China will have to work
hard to re-write their applications to work with less advanced chips - something that they have
been doing anyway for months. It's a question of "when" not "if" for them.

Could this be the time to be in SE Asia?
For the rest of the region, if Biden wins, and looks to bring the US back into the CPTPP - the
revamped version of the Trans-Pacific Partnership that President Trump pulled out of on day 1 of
his presidency, then this could be a good time. With ASEAN at the heart of the rival RCEP (Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership) trade bloc, as well as four ASEAN countries in CPTPP, they
might realistically expect to be the winners in a love triangle for attention from the rival blocs. 

More Belt and Road, and more US FDI might well be the upshots of such positioning, with the most
beneficial stance from these nations being to play "hard to get". Trade concessions from other
"wannabe" CPTPP members, like the UK could also provide some additional benefits over the
coming years. 

And of course, the future of the pandemic is also going to be a major feature of the global and
therefore Asian recovery in 2021, if recovery is indeed what we end up getting. There are a great
many critics of the US President's approach to the Covid pandemic, but let's not pretend that it is
going to be easy if Biden wins for him to squeeze the virus out of the US and restart the
economy. Tough decisions remain to be taken on lockdowns and any economic support to offset
the impact they have, though these might be easier to implement if the Democrats
also take control of the Senate. 

In short, for Asia, I believe it will make a difference who runs the US, and even if it is a question of
approach, rather than direction, that could feel like a big difference here, whatever others say.

I'd like to finish this section by saying that either way, we will know more by the end of the week.
But the reality is, we may not. Let's hope we do. The last thing Asian markets want this week is a
contested election.  

Markit Manufacturing PMIs dominate today
The Asian calendar is full of Markit Manufacturing PMIs (Purchasing Manager Indices) today, which
also means we get the US Manufacturing ISM later today. And that tells us that as well as being a
Presidential Election week, it is also payrolls (jobs report)  week. That could begin to look interesting
as the US is hit by renewed Covid case surge. 

Locally, the October Chinese Caixin PMI will get the most attention and is expected to slip just a
little (was 53.0 in September), though not a bad result over the extended holidays. Australia's Mfg
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PMI is also already out and shows no change from a fairly healthy-looking 54.2 reading. 

Author

Robert Carnell
Regional Head of Research, Asia-Pacific
robert.carnell@asia.ing.com

mailto:robert.carnell@asia.ing.com
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Article | 29 October 2020 Asia week ahead

Asia week ahead: A big policy week in
Malaysia
Anxiety about the US election outcome and a raft of activity data will
likely make it a volatile trading week in Asia for markets. The main
highlight will…

Source: Shutterstock

Asia – a big data week
The usual start-of-the-month releases, especially purchasing manager indexes for October will
shed some light on the direction Asian economies are headed in the 4Q20.

Adding to this will be Korea’s export growth in October - the first hard data of the month from the
region. While these indicators shape up expectations of economic recovery, the resurgent Covid-19
infections around the world may well mean we’re in for a prolonged economic slump. Probably this
is what underlies the consensus about Korea's exports returning to negative growth in October
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from a one-off bounce in September.  

Lots of inflation figures due from around the region won’t budge the markets, but they will still be
important for central bank policymakers. Central banks of Australia and Malaysia are reviewing
their monetary policies next week. Our Australia watcher, Rob Carnell, sees a decent chance of
further RBA easing, though more likely via the quantitative easing route rather than a rate cut.
More so given weakening pressure on AUD in the ongoing risk-off.

Indonesia is the next one in Asia to report 3Q GDP data. The consensus of a slightly smaller GDP fall
than -5.3% YoY in 2Q looks likely given continued pounding of the economy. Hence our house view
of steeper GDP fall by 5.6% YoY. And, rising jobless rates will continue to depress consumer
spending in Hong Kong and Singapore as their retail sales figures should reveal.

Malaysia – a big policy week
Malaysia's central bank meets on Tuesday, 3 November, which will be followed by the
latest government budget for 2021 on Friday. We expect an expansionary macro policy.

The central bank is widely expected to leave policy on hold, leaving the overnight policy rate at
1.75%. However, we won't entirely rule out a rate cut in view of the latest second wave
developments. Unlike most Asian peers, the BNM has sufficient easing space from negative
inflation, while there is limited leeway for fiscal policy after a record stimulus unleashed earlier this
year.

However, the upcoming budget has become a contentious political issue in view of a slim coalition
majority. Amidst the ongoing power struggle, fears that the budget bill might not get through the
parliament and this causes yet another political crisis are prevalent.

Malaysia’s King has urged lawmakers to refrain from politicising the issue and support the budget
at such a critical juncture.  We aren’t ruling out any political fireworks just yet.

Asia Economic Calendar
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Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT
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Article | 29 October 2020 China | India...

EMTA Asia 2020: Audience polls
Audiences in Hong Kong and Singapore share their views with us, but
don't always share the same opinions as each other

Source: EMTA

EMTA Logo

EMTA and ING
The Emerging Market Traders Association (EMTA) has just held its virtual 2020 meetings in Hong
Kong and Singapore. And as ING sponsors this event (for the last 16 years), I have been able to
moderate the panel for the last 4 years, and also to ask our audiences at each event what their
thoughts are. 

The following shows that traders in Singapore and Hong Kong don't always see eye to eye.  

Singapore vs Hong Kong?
The first question was a little cheeky, and was worded slightly differently for the two audiences,
but essentially, the audience was asked if they anticipated Hong Kong losing ground to other Asian
centres (e.g. Singapore) or to Mainland China cities, or to be boosted by China's relative strength, or
as a round-up category, to retain its position as #1 banking hub in Asia. 

There was a fair bit of difference between the two audiences, with 60% of Singapore respondents
(shown below) thinking that Singapore would steal market share from Hong Kong, and more than
25% thinking that Hong Kong would lose ground to Mainland China cities. In contrast, only a
combined 45% of the Hong Kong audience thought that they would lose out to either other Asian
centres or Mainland China, with a small majority expecting to retain market positioning or gain
from China. Neither view is terribly surprising, or perhaps all that informative. 
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How do you see Hong Kong's relevance over the coming year ?
(Singapore answers shown)

Source: EMTA, ING

Relative position HK

More agreement over the outlook for USDCNY
There was more agreement over the outlook for USDCNY, with the Hong Kong audience a little
more upbeat on the outlook for the CNY than the Singapore audience, which leant slightly towards
no-change. But there wasn't much in it. 

Outlook for USDCNY % (Hong Kong responses shown)

Source: EMTA, ING

USDCNY outlook

Clear winner expected in US election race
There was also broad unanimity on the US election outcome, with both centres seeing a very
strong likelihood of a Biden win. This was 93% in Singapore, but closer to 85% in Hong Kong. 
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US election outcome (Singapore responses shown)

Source: EMTA, ING

US election expectation %

Emerging market outlook was positive
Perhaps not surprisingly, if you ask a group of Emerging Market (EM) traders if they are positive or
negative about their market's outlook, they will give a positive answer. And that was true of almost
70% of the Hong Kong respondents, with most of the rest taking no strong view, and less than 10%
seeing a softer market. That is perhaps not too surprising if you see the Fed on hold, huge fiscal
stimulus coming down the tracks and perhaps a more congenial trade and US-China atmosphere?
The Singapore audience was a little more circumspect, but nearly 60% of them were also positive
about EM prospects one year ahead. 

Emerging Market outlook 1 year ahead (Hong Kong responses
shown)

Source: EMTA, ING

EM outlook 1 year ahead

Pandemic raging or waning
Despite a slightly different expectation for EM strength 12 months ahead, this cannot be explained
by differences in the outlook for the Covid-19 pandemic. Both centres had about a 60% response
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rate viewing it as likely that there would still be a lot of restrictions on movement and travel a year
from now. Only about a quarter thought that the virus would be almost gone by this time, and
about 10% thought we would all be vaccinated in a year's time. 

Outlook for the pandemic % (Singapore responses shown)

Source: EMTA

Pandemic outlook %

Some center-specific questions
Not all the questions were the same for each centre. Singapore was asked which SE Asian market
they preferred over the coming year, and for the second year running picked Vietnam - not
daunted by recent currency manipulation tagging. Indonesia tied for first place, which may reflect
a generally upbeat view about EM markets and the pandemic from one of the region's most
affected economies.

Preferred SE Asian market over next year % (Singapore
responses)

Source: EMTA, ING

Preferred SE Asian market
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US-China relations seen changing, not improving
Hong Kong was also asked how it saw the evolution of relations between China and the US, tying
into their strong expectation for a Biden Presidential win. But they did not anticipate that this
would lead to an improvement in relations (12%) with the majority just seeing relations "changing"
in nature (52%) but not direction.

US-China relations over next year % (Hong Kong responses)

Source: EMTA, ING

US-China relations in 1 year

Indonesia preferred to India
The Singapore audience was also asked to provide their views on India and Indonesia in two
independent questions (a long-standing question). Combining their answers shows a marked
preference for Indonesian markets over the next year with nearly 60% seeing these strengthen
versus less than 40% for India, where there was a slight lean towards weaker markets. 

Indonesia versus India market outlook 1 year ahead %
(Singapore respondents)

Source: EMTA, ING

India versus Indonesia
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For the data nerds
For those of you who wish to calculate the statistical significance of differences in outlook or
between Singapore and Hong Kong, the Singapore questions were answered on average by about
45 of those dialled in (about 70-80), while the Hong Kong audience was a little smaller (50-60) and
slightly more reticent, with about 25 answers on average per question. 

All views shown above are those of the audiences at the respective EMTA meetings that took place
this week and last in Hong Kong and Singapore and do not represent the ING house view - or the
views of the panel members.  We were just asking the questions

Author

Robert Carnell
Regional Head of Research, Asia-Pacific
robert.carnell@asia.ing.com
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Article | 29 October 2020 FX | Australia

Australia: The case against a rate cut
While much of the market has talked itself into expecting a further
reduction of the already almost zero cash rate target (0.25%), we
think further QE is…

Source: Shutterstock

Reserve Bank of Australia Governor Philip Lowe

QE is already here, but it may be changing
As we head towards the 3 November Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) rate meeting, we find
ourselves almost alone in not expecting any further reduction in the cash rate. Almost the entirety
of the Australian banking community is now looking forward to a reduction in the cash rate to
0.1% from its current rate of 0.25%. 

Why don't we follow? 

Well, we aren't saying we don't think the RBA will do nothing at the next meeting, by any means.
We just think they would prefer to use a different tool. Our preferred approach would be for the
RBA to adjust its current yield curve control (YCC), which to be clear, is already a form of
constrained Quantitative Easing (QE).

We expect the RBA to keep the Cash Rate Target unchanged, to
adjust from a yield target of QE to a volume (AUD100bn) target
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and start buying longer-dated bonds.

The RBA has been pretty successful in achieving the 0.25% yield on the 3-year government
bond, or in fact noticeably below it, with very little actual asset purchasing, which points to the
credibility of the programme. However, the RBA has still done some asset purchases in secondary
markets to achieve this outcome, so we shouldn't be talking about the RBA moving to do QE, but
instead, adjusting from a yield target of QE, to a volume target, where they may decide to
purchase AUD100bn of bonds in a 3-10 year range, also moving along the yield curve, and
flattening it. 

RBA balance sheet and Exchange Settlement balances (AUDm)

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia

RBA balance sheet

Never a negative cash rate target - but maybe negative rates...
One thing that hasn't changed, when you read either comments from RBA Governor, Philip Lowe,
or his colleagues, Deputy Governor Guy Debelle, or Assistant Governor Christopher Kent, is that the
RBA's dislike of negative rates conceptually has not changed. Its a bit of a dated reference, but
Governor Lowe's comment back in February that "...negative interest rates in Australia are
extraordinarily unlikely. This is not a direction we need to go in", still represents the RBA's view on
the matter, and was reiterated along with a dismissal of direct monetary financing at his address
to the Anika foundation in July. 

So what's the distinction between the cash rate now at 0.25%, and the consensus of economists
favoured view that this moves to 0.1% at the November meeting. 

If the cash rate were to be reduced to 0.1%, then the current
exchange settlement rate of 0.1% would most likely fall to zero.

One argument is that if the cash rate were to be reduced to 0.1%, then the current exchange
settlement rate of 0.1%, the Australian equivalent to US interest rates on excess reserves (loosely

https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-ag-2020-10-20.html
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-gov-2020-02-07.html
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-gov-2020-07-21.html
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-gov-2020-07-21.html
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speaking as there is no reserve requirement in Australia) would most likely be squeezed to zero,
narrowing the band between it and the cash rate. We don't envisage a parallel reduction, as this
would turn it negative.  

The reason the RBA doesn't like negative rates is they believe, as we do, that there is a nominal
interest rate, below which, the benefits to borrowers of ever-lower rates begins to be dominated by
the losses to savers. This demarcation does not have to happen at the zero bound but could
happen at low positive rates of interest. It may already have been reached. In short, pushing the
rate lower still, even if it remained notionally positive, might not only do no good overall to the
economy but might on aggregate make it weaker. In any event, it would be hard to argue that a
further 15bp cut in the cash rate target and 10bp on the exchange settlement (ES) rate would have
a meaningfully positive impact on the economy or the labour market. 

As Deputy Governor Debelle, pointed out back in his June speech, the actual cash rate is already
substantially below the cash rate target, at about 13bp, settling (as they had expected), at just a
few basis points above the ES rate, which also helps to anchor other interest rates such as short
term repo rates, FX swaps and bank bills. 

Indeed, that has been the case until recently. But in the last week or so, bank bill rates from 1-6
month tenors have dropped to a yield of between 5.5bp and 6bp – consistent with expectations of
the ES rate falling to around zero, and likely representing an effective rate for the cash rate below a
target reduced to 0.1%.

What if rates are cut?
Back in his September speech, Deputy Governor Debelle helpfully ran through the various policy
options available to the RBA. A further reduction in cash rates and the ES rate were mentioned as
options, but were third on his list, just ahead of negative interest rates, and given little discussion.
Top of the list was buying bonds further along the yield curve – essentially our house view of some
expanded QE, probably with a focus as far out as 10Y maturities. This seems to be the preferred
route. 

Below that was exchange rate intervention. Right now, the AUDUSD rate is below 0.71, and as has
been noted by various RBA speakers recently, does not appear to be particularly overvalued
relative to Australia's terms of trade. In fact, you could argue the opposite more easily. This seems
an unlikely path to us. 

Negative rates, of course, remain off the agenda, and will probably continue to be so absent an
absolute disaster.  

Which takes us back to cash and ES rates.
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Australian money market rates

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia

Oz Money markets

A temporary negative rate on bank bills and other money
market rates is still possible
We could of course be totally wrong about the cash rate. We are vastly in the minority here,
though we would note that the consensus in Australia is quite herd-driven, and can be a bit self-
reinforcing. Consensus expectations can be wrong. The RBA is not unduly driven to deliver just
because the herd is pointing in a particular direction. 

But if the consensus is right, and the cash rate is cut and the exchange settlement rate goes with it
down to zero, it is possible to imagine a temporary negative yield in a short tenor bank bill,
resulting perhaps from a large bond redemption which was inadequately bought up or absorbed
by the RBA leading to a short surge in ES settlement account liquidity and driving down market
rates.

More likely, as ES balances above a certain amount tend to have a minimal effect on rates, even if
shortages can be dramatic in the other direction, this will come from "misplaced" market
expectations.

As we have seen already, the rate on the exchange settlement account is not an absolute floor for
money-market rates – more of a magnet preventing them from falling too far below it. But if the
ES rate were to be reduced to zero, downbeat market expectations, even if you accept that the
RBA will never actually adopt a negative cash rate target, could do the rest.    

Quickly scanning data series on Australian money market rates already shows the occasional
slightly negative interbank deposit rate. with bank bills currently offering only 5bp or 6bp. If ES and
cash rate targets were reduced further, it is just conceivable that a negative yield of -2bp or -3bp
might arise for short term bank-bills for a period while those expectations held. Though we remain
adamant that the cash rate will not drop this low, so this would be a temporary diversion from
reality, but one that could occur from time to time. 
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AUD reaction to get mixed up with US election results
The futures market is fully pricing in a 15bp cut at the 3 November meeting, which leaves
significant room for a positive reaction by AUD if our no-cut base case scenario materializes. While
it is harder to gauge how much a shift in QE from YCC to a volume target – and what amount will
be announced – we are inclined to think our view for AUD100bn of extra QE is pretty much in line
with market expectations and would have a balanced impact on the AUD.

We see the balance of risks as skewed to the upside for AUD
ahead of the meeting

The upside potential for AUD stemming from a surprise hold by the RBA would particularly depend
on the language used by the Bank in keeping the door open for a cut in the future. Markets may
simply push their expectations for a cut to the next meeting (on 1 December) if the message
contains a strong dovish tone about further rate reductions, limiting the upside for AUD.

While we see the balance of risks clearly skewed to the upside for AUD ahead of the meeting, the
vicinity to the first projections for the US election (late European night on 3 November) will likely
keep the RBA impact rather short-lived. As we highlighted in our “US Presidential election G10 FX
scorecard”, AUD can be the key beneficiary of a landslide win by Joe Biden – i.e. the most market-
friendly scenario – and would probably be a key underperformer in the market-adverse cases of a
contested result or Trump victory.

Looking beyond the short-term, the ability of the RBA to effectively shape a lower and flatter yield
curve (which is not a firm guarantee) should have a dampening effect on the AUD’s rate
attractiveness and reduce the size of future rallies in the currency. Still, this effect could be partly
mitigated by the fact that other central banks are taking similar actions (for instance, the Bank of
Canada recently announced the plan to purchase longer-dated bonds and the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand is set to increase QE too and possibly start Negative Interest Rate Policy).
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Snap | 30 October 2020 China

These Hong Kong growth numbers should
be the best we’ll get this year
Hong Kong GDP is still falling. However, although the Hong Kong
economy was still in contraction year-on-year, that contraction
slowed in the third…

Shoppers in Hong Kong

GDP fell by 3.4%YoY in 3Q
At 3.4% Year-on-Year, growth in Hong Kong shrank less in the third quarter of this year compared
to a contraction of 9.0%YoY in 2Q, and a lot less than our estimate of 10%. What was missing in
our forecasts was a positive net export growth, which also saw a dismal import situation give weak
domestic demand. 

Consumption contracted 7.7%YoY in 3Q after shrinking 14.2%YoY in 2Q. This was partially the
result of a period of relaxed social distancing measures, which was later tightened due to an
increase in Covid-19 cases. Another reason is that there was a wage subsidy scheme in the third
quarter, which delayed redundancies. 
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Investments in Hong Kong continued to shrink at 11.2%YoY in 3Q after a 21.4%YoY contraction in
the second quarter. This could be due to an increase in inventory rather than improvements in
Hong Kong’s investment environment.

Brace yourself for 4th Quarter figures
We do not expect the Hong Kong economy to improve in the fourth quarter. Technically it could be
due to a negative base effect from the contraction of GDP in 4Q19. But looking at the substance,
the wage subsidy scheme is going to end in November, which means there could be a wave of
redundancies from November. And the coronavirus crisis in Europe and the US means the external
sector is not going to get better anytime soon.

The Hong Kong government plans to create a travel bubble with some Asian economies. That could
only help Hong Kong’s tourism and hospitality sector if Hong Kong has no Covid cases for a certain
period of time. This is difficult to gauge because a relaxation of social distancing measures could
lead to changes in the infection situation. And even if there is a travel bubble, one can’t expect
that to be permanent for everyone should coronavirus cases increase in one of the locations.
However, it's better than no bubble at all. 

Forecast
We keep our GDP  forecast for 4Q20 at -5.0%YoY and the full year at -6.6%. 
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